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Abstract—This paper presents MyBestQuery, a serious game 

designed to collect query reformulations from players. Query 
reformulation is a hot topic in information retriev al and covers 
many aspects. One of them is query reformulation analysis which 
is based on users’ session. It can be used to understand user's 
intent or to measure his satisfaction with regards to the results he 
obtained when querying the search engine. Automatic query 
reformulation is another aspect of query reformulation. It 
automatically expands the initial user’s query in order to 
improve the quality of the retrieved document set. This 
mechanism relies on document analysis but could also benefit 
from manually reformulated query analysis. Web search engines 
collect millions of search sessions and possible query 
reformulations. As academics, this information is hardly 
accessible for us. MyBestQuery is designed as a serious game in 
order to collect various possible reformulation users suggest. The 
more long-term objective of this work is to analyse the humanly 
produced query reformulation in order to both analyse manual 
query reformulation and compare them with the automatically 
produced reformulations. Preliminary results are reported in this 
paper. 

 
Index Terms—Information retrieval, Query reformulation, 

Serious game, Human annotation 
 
 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

SERS’s queries play an important role in the 
information retrieval process. A query corresponds to the 

way a human expresses his information need to the system but 
also to the way the system matches the user’s need to the 
documents to retrieve. 
Understanding or rather not understanding users' queries is a 
problem search systems face. Some research attempts to 
discover the semantics of user's query words by using some 
knowledge resources such as ontologies [1] [2] or by 
disambiguating query terms [3]. In practice still, the "bag of 
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words" assumption1 [4] is the most common and does not rely 
on query understanding. 

However, as pointed out by Boldi et al. [5], if we could 
understand query reformulation patterns we may be able to 
understand user intent and build systems that provide users 
with efficient assistance. Not only query reformulation can 
help understanding user expectation, but it can also help 
measuring user satisfaction. For example, Hassan et al. 
consider the relationship between the user's current query and 
the next query as implicit signals of query satisfaction [6]. 

Another important topic related to query reformulation is 
automatic query reformulation. It aims at improving the search 
engine effectiveness by automatically building a new query 
from the user's initial query. Some methods are pre-retrieval 
methods, while others are post-retrieval such as query 
relevance feedback [7] [8]. Compaoré et al. show that 
expansion parameters are very important for difficult queries 
[9]. Considering the reformulated queries, Ermakova et al. 
also show that a linguistic based analysis of queries can help 
understanding why some automatic query expansion methods 
work better than others [10].  

These examples of query reformulation usage illustrate the 
importance of harvesting query reformulation examples. Web 
search engines collect in-house query logs that can be used by 
company members, but are rarely accessible to academics. 
Our goal is to collect human based query reformulations at a 
large scale. However, recruiting users for experiments is a 
challenge most user studies face. Crowdsourcing is a way to 
overcome this challenge. Yuen et al. define crowdsourcing as 
"distributed problem-solving and business production model" 
[11]. 

Crowdsourcing has mainly been used in IR to create 
corpora to be used for evaluation purposes and specifically for 
relevance assessment [12] or document annotation [13]. In our 
case, the problem is also to create corpora by humans who 
provide some annotation-like information. Yuen et al. present 
a taxonomy of crowdsourcing in which four types of 
applications are distinguished, namely: voting systems, 
information sharing systems, games, and creative systems. In 
our view, games represent an interesting way to collect 
information which can help reaching our goal of a large scale 
gathering of annotations if gamification is done. Like in many 
field, gamification for IR is a hot topic [14]. 

In this paper, we present MyBestQuery, a serious game we 
developed that aims at collecting query reformulations and 
 

1Document and queries are represented as sets of unordered words. 
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making it available for research purpose. It is available at 
http://mbq.irit.fr . Players challenge the initial query in its 
capability to retrieve more relevant documents, they get 
rewards depending on their achievement; padlocks, new levels 
and leader boards are other means we included in the game. 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section II 
presents the related works, Section III depicts the goals of the 
game with a purpose while Section IV describes the main 
features of the gamification. Finally, Section V presents the 
first results and Section VI concludes this paper. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

A. Crowdsourcing in IR Research Field 

The idea of crowdsourcing data using serious games is not 
new in Information Retrieval. For example, crowdsourcing has 
been used for relevance assessments [15] and clustering [12]. 
In IR, relevance assessment consists for human to decide 
whether a retrieved document is relevant to a query or not. In 
TREC evaluation campaign, participants’ systems retrieve 
1000 documents for each query (or topic). This makes 
relevance assessment a very time consuming task if done by a 
few people. According to Alonso and Mizzaro, 
“crowdsourcing is a cheap, quick, and reliable alternative for 
relevance assessment” [15]. However, some challenges 
regarding crowdsourcing should not be ignored. The biggest 
concern remains the constant need for quality control, since 
there is the risk of contributions from workers that are not 
qualified enough for the task, even if they might think about 
themselves that they are. Moreover, the use of gamification in 
a crowdsourcing application must be done carefully in order to 
obtain usable and trustable results. Some of the means used in 
order to guarantee good results are presented in section IV. 

Another very popular type of crowdsourcing application is 
document annotation. For example, Nowak and Rüger collect 
image annotations by this mean [13].  

 

B. Crowdsourcing Gamification 

Games with a purpose are a way to implement 
crowdsourcing [16]. Various games exist to allow the 
annotation of images and videos by players (see 
http://www.insemtives.eu/games.php for examples). 
Lafourcade developed the JeuxDeMots game to make human 
providing semantic relationships between terms [17]. 

Various features make an application be considered as a 
game [18], [19]; the main features and how we instantiate 
them for our purpose are developed in section IV. 

 

III.  GOALS AND MEANS 

A. Collecting Query (Re)formulations. 

The main goal of the application is to collect information on 
how humans would (re)formulate a query according to an 
information need. 

More precisely, given an information need and an initial 

query, we ask the player to provide a query he think will 
perform better, that is to say a query that will lead the system 
retrieving more or better documents according to the 
information need. 

To make the task more concrete and feasible, we first 
provide the player with a short description of the document 
collection and a short description of the search engine which is 
used (basically a Google-like search engine).  

 

B. Users’ Information Needs and Initial Queries. 

Rather than using our own data, we decided to use reference 
collections. We choose TREC2 corpora. TREC provides topics 
composed of a title part which could simulate a user's query, a 
description part which provides more information on the user's 
intent and in some collections a narrative which can be used 
by assessors to decide on the relevance of a retrieved 
document. An example of a TREC topic is given Table 1. 

The advantage of using TREC reference collections is that 
we also have access to relevance judgments for each query on 
the document collection. We can then evaluate the player’s 
queries against the collection and compare the results to the 
initial query.  

In the current version of the game, we use ClueWeb 2012 B 
document collection (http://lemurproject.org/clueweb12/) and 
the Robust collection (http://trec.nist.gov), as well as the 
Indri/Lemur search engine (http://www.lemurproject.org/). 

 

IV. GAMIFICATION  

A. Main Gamification Feature Description 

Various features make an application be considered as a 
game [18], [19]. Among them, we consider the features 
described in the following subsections. 

 
There should be a "Sense" to Play. Most of internet users 

query search engines and have faced the problem of 
expressing an efficient query. This fact helped us to design a 
meaningful scenario. It is easy to explain that players will 
have to try to build a query from an information need and that 
they will have to try to write the most useful query, the one 
that will yield as much relevant documents as possible. The 
action “the player formulates a new query” is clearly related to 
the outcome “a score that depends on the number of relevant 
documents retrieved using this query with the given search 
engine”. 

 
2http://trec.nist.gov provides the details of the TREC evaluation program, 
tracks and data sets. 

TABLE I 
EXAMPLE OF TREC TOPIC 
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Play Implies Interactivity. Interactivity is implemented 
through various choices the player has in the MyBestQuery 
game. He can choose among several information needs. He 
can have a strategy that starts with the information needs he 
thinks are the easiest and learns from them. He can also decide 
to reformulate several times the same information need or 
rather change information need. 

 
Game Exists Within a Frame, Rules, Play, and Culture. 

Rules are quite simple in this game and are given to the user 
before he starts playing. The score he obtained depends on the 
number of relevant documents that are retrieved on the top-10 
retrieved documents using his query. The higher this number, 
the higher the score is. At any time the user can have access to 
the scores of the other players, making the game more 
challenging. Indeed, in this game the payers are not playing 
one against the others. 

 

B. Concrete Gamification of Query Reformulation  

 
Rules. A game consists in reformulating a given query with 

the objective for the player to help the system retrieving 
relevant documents.  

 
Tutorial.  A tutorial for novice players is provided. The 

tutorial part is also a simple way to explain the rules to players 
and to give sense to the game.  

In our case, the tutorial part consists in providing two 
information needs the new player can choose. The rules are 
explained and the various choices he has are provided at each 
step. We also provide the player with some hints on how he 
can get good scores during the game. During the tutorial, he 
can try on and will have a feedback on his try which is 
different in function of the context (topic, effectiveness of his 
new query). 

 
Reward and scores. The player earns points based on the 

effectiveness of the new formulation of the query he suggests. 
The score the player gets for a given game (a given query) is 
from 0 to 3 for each reformulation he tries. The score depends 
on how much the initial precision (that is to say using the 
initial query formulation) after the top k retrieved documents 
(P@k) has been improved. For computing the score, we 
process the user’s query using Indri/Lemur system on the 
document collection and calculate the precision at 10 
documents (number of relevant documents in the set of the 10 
first retrieved documents). We compare this result to the 
precision using the initial query (topic title). 

 
Padlocks and levels. When the player gets enough points 

thanks to the games he played, padlocks are opened, giving 
him access to new queries. Currently the points are easy to 
obtain so that padlocks can be unlocked when the player starts 
playing. Depending on the enthusiasm of the players we may 
make the opening of new padlocks more and more difficult. 

 

Leader boards. A board displays the scores of the best 
players in order to maintain some challenge in the game. 
Indeed, since the player does not play against another player, 
leader board is a mean to keep players active. In future 
versions, we would like to improve the scenario of the game 
so that players could play together.  

 
Ensuring the collection of valid data. We tried to avoid as 

much as possible bias in the collected data. The first mean was 
by displaying the queries in a random order so that the 
learning effect will be on different queries for each player. 
When analysing the data, we can choose not to consider the 
results from the first queries a player played. The second mean 
consists in carefully choosing the wording in the tutorials and 
advices given during the game and test it on a few players 
first.  

 

V. DISPLAYS 

 
Fig. 1.  Main screen of the game: the player has access to a 
few queries for which he can suggest reformulations. He has 
also access to the Tutorial part. Some queries are not 
accessible until the player gets a certain score. 
 
 
Fig. 1 presents a typical display a player sees when 

connected. He can access the tutorial that explains what the 
goal of the game. The tutorial consists also in two examples 
with some suggestions for effective query reformulation. The 
tutorial part can be accessed without being logged in. As soon 
as the player makes some successful games, he gets a 
sufficient score to open lockers that give access to new queries 
and information needs to play with. 
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Fig. 2.  Tutorial part of the game regarding query 
reformulation. Rule, information need, initial query, and a 
query reformulation suggested by the player. 

 
 
Fig. 2 shows the tutorial part of the game. Both the query 

and the information need are displayed (the entire TREC topic 
composed of the title, description, and narrative when 
available). The user can then make a try for a new query 
associated with the information need (see bottom part of the 
screenshot Fig. 2). 

 

 
 
Fig. 3.  Tutorial part - scores the user's query obtained. 
 

 
When submitting the query, it is sent to the search engine 

which retrieved the documents according to its ranking 
function. The ranked retrieved document list is in turn sent to 
trec_eval3. 

A score is calculated based on the number of relevant 
documents in the top 10 retrieved the user’s query lead to. The 
user has access to the score he obtained using his query (see 
Fig. 3). 

The user can reformulate again the same query or go back 
to the main screen in which new information needs may be 
available, depending on the score he obtained. 

 

VI.  RESULTS 

In this section we present preliminary results on query 
reformulations as suggested by users. 

The game is now online and we have been able to collect 
the first reformulations from players. We had about twenty 
different players. The players are mainly students who were 
advertised by the creators of the game. We use TREC 7 and 8 
ad hoc collections. More precisely, in the game, we provide 
some of the queries in a given order. Twenty-six queries have 
been played with by the users; seven of them have been 
reformulated only once. Fig. 4 presents the number of times a 
query has been played (a player can play the same query 
several times); thus it indicates the number of reformulations 
for each query. 

 

 
3
http://trec.nist.gov/trec_eval/ calculates various effectiveness measures 

considering a specific run and query relevance data. 
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Fig. 4.  Number of query reformulations suggested by users 
for each topic. 
 
 

For each query formulation, we calculate the effectiveness 
obtained using Indri/Lemur on the TREC 7 and 8 document 
collections (adhoc track with 528,155 documents from 
newspapers) and employing trec_eval. We focused on the 
precision when the 10 top retrieved documents are considered, 
also known as P10. 

 
For several reformulations Indri /Lemur did not retrieve any 

documents and these reformulations were ignored when 
calculating the average P10. An interesting point consists in 
recurrent reformulations. For instance, the reformulation 
"international crime mafia" occurred for topic "301 - 
international organized crime" 10 times from a total of 33 and 
it also happens to be the best reformulation in terms of P10. 
We compared the P10 results of MyBestQuery reformulations 
with the results obtained by employing automatic retrieval 
models, such as Query Likelihood (QL), Relevance Model 1 
(RM1) [20] and Relevance Model 3 (RM3) [21]. 

 

 
Fig. 5.  Boxplots for the 5 queries with the most 
reformulations with respect to P10 (sorted by descending 
order of the number of reformulations made by players).  
 
 

In Fig. 5 we show the boxplots for the queries with the 
higher number of reformulations, with respect to P10 values. 
P10 takes its values between 0 (no relevant documents were 
retrieved in the top 10) and 1 (the 10 top retrieved documents 
are relevant).  

For the topic 305, one can notice that the performance is 
low and, most of reformulations are below the average point 
of 0.21. The maximal values are out-liars, gathered at the level 
of 0.4. 

In the case of topics 302 and 303, the values are condensed 
around the median, with some out-liars mostly towards low 
performance. The results for topic 301 and 304 have a wider 
distribution, with topic 301 oriented towards good 
performance. 

These results are displayed in Table 2. RM1 and RM3 have 
parameters that can be tuned, such as the number of 
documents and the number of terms considered for 
reformulation. For RM3 there is an extra parameter, called 
Lambda, which anchors the initial query in the reformulation 
(interpolation of QL and RM1). 

 
 

 
TABLE 2 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS for reformulations, in terms of P 10. The three first columns are based on Indri language modelling-based search engine. The 

first column reports the results when using the initial query (TREC topic title part), the second uses RM1 automatic relevance feedback model, with 100 
documents and 100 terms and 10 documents and 10 terms, the third uses RM3 model. Finally the last column uses the human reformulation. 
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TABLE 3 
REFORMULATION SAMPLE FROM PLAYERS FOR THE 5 QUERIES WITH THE LARGER NUMBERS OF REFORMULATIONS.  

 
 
 
 
In Table 2 the parameter setups are denoted 

"#documents/#terms" for RM1 and 
"#documents/#terms/lambda" for RM3, respectively.  

In the case of MyBestQuery reformulations we show the 
number of reformulations together with minimum, maximum 
and average P10 performance, per considered topic. The best 
values for each topic are in bold.  

One can notice that topic 309 remains difficult for both 
approaches (automatic and human reformulations) with P10 
equal 0 throughout its corresponding table line. However, for 
topic 311 the automatic reformulations are clearly better. 

 
For the topics with several query reformulations, we also 

give examples of good, average and bad MyBestQuery 
reformulations (see Table 3). The title part of the topic is also 
mentioned as initial query reference. One can notice that term 
misspelling affects performance ("mamal" instead of 
"mammal"), as well as giving the inappropriate synonym for a 
particular term ("disease" for "polio"). On the other hand, 
good human comprehension, followed by a thoughtful term 
choice could enhance performance. 

 
Query reformulation performance also has robustness 

issues, meaning that some queries may be harmed, even 
though on average the effectiveness is improved. To analyse 
this robustness, we computed the Robustness Index (RI) [22], 
for the best reformulations collected by MyBestQuery against 
the best automatic retrieval (QL, RM1 and RM3), taken on a 

per topic basis. The RI has the value of 0.365, with 13 topics 
out of 19 improved by MyBestQuery reformulations. 

 

VII.  CONCLUSION 

In this paper we presented the first version of the 
MyBestQuery serious game; it aims at collecting query 
reformulations from users. The query reformulation so far is 
based on the information need description. We collected the 
first reformulations and have shown some features from these 
preliminary results. These results have to be supplemented by 
analysing the future data we will collect thank to 
MyBestQuery. 

 
Another version of this game also allows collecting human 

prediction on query difficulty along with possible reasons of 
ease or difficulty (free text). We analysed the annotations and 
show that even if human cannot predict query difficulty in an 
accurate way, some reasons they express are indeed related to 
query difficulty [23]. 

 
In future work, we would like to study how much the first 

retrieved documents can help a user to reformulate the query 
that provides more relevant documents at high ranks in the 
retrieved document list. We will also deeply analyse the terms 
the users used in the formulation of the query in order to try to 
understand their behaviour and to extract some information 
that could be useful for automatic query reformulation. 
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Additionally, we would like to analyse what conclusion we 
could draw for information literacy. For example, other 
studies have shown that query formulation depends on 
expertise in the domain and age [25]. We also could study 
what are the factors that influence difficulty prediction. 
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